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Tag in Late German Longsword 
The guard Tag (also called Vom Tag in many longsword discussions) is one of the four                
principal guards enumerated by Meyer in his various texts. Translated variously as Roof             
and Day, Meyer also refers to tag as simply high guard (Oberhut), which in many ways is                 
clearer and more descriptive. The texts of 1568 and 1570 provide a number of plays from                
the Tag position, and these will be the topic of today’s exploration. 

 

  



The Basics 
The description of the Tag position is quite specific in Meyer and includes illustrations              
which leave little doubt as to the essentials of the position, though there is some room                
for variation. 

The position is described thus in the Rasmussen translation: 

“The Guard of the Roof, which is also known as the High Guard, is explained as                
follows. Stand with your Left Foot forward, hold your Sword high over your head              
so its point is directly above, consider the figure on the left of the image above,                
illustration C, which indicates how one can operate from above, that all strikes can              
be fenced from the Roof or High Guard, which is why this Guard is named the                
Roof.” 

 

The position is quite broad in its stance with the lead leg quite bent and the rear leg                  
extended well out with a perpendicular foot. The hips are not fully square to the               
opponent but rather turned slightly toward the inside line. 

The arm position is particularly noteworthy. The left arm is actually held slightly             
forward, while the right arm extends out to the side. It is important not to keep the                 
elbows even as experience shows a faster and more powerful cut can be performed from               
the position shown in the diagram. It is generally presumed that the sword is held               
centrally over the top of the head, though experimentation also reveals that a slightly off               
centre guard can be quite useful, especially when performing cuts such as zornhauw,             
unterhauw, krumphauw, and zwerch (we will experiment with these in the lesson). This             
is also useful when wearing a bulky mask. 



The sword is angled well backward (around 60 degrees from the vertical here, though a               
steeper vertical of 45 degrees can work quite well). Too steep and leverage for fast cuts                
is hard to achieve, too shallow and the position loses some of its responsiveness. 

In any case there should be sufficient clearance over the head so that the crossguard               
doesn’t scrape the crown of the head during a cut! (especially as the blade is tilted                
further and further back). The hand can be on the pommel or the haft, depending on the                 
technique. 

 

 

  



Free Cuts from Tag 
The first cut explained in Meyer’s 1570 treatise is from Tag, and it continues to be used                 
for a variety of cuts.  

We’ll use these as an entry point to further techniques. 

 

The High Cut [Oberhauw] 

The oberhauw or scalp cut moves from Tag, through long point, and down into Alber. 
Imagery from the text, as well as some of the other devices, suggest this is down with a 
casting forward motion rather than simply bringing the arms down, such that the 
pommel lies more or less against the right forearm at the extend of the cut. 

The stepping of Meyer is such that it could be argued that the step begins only as the 
sword is transitioning forward, and the blow itself lands before the foot does (consider 
that we might consider the move into alber to be the moment of footfall. 

This high cut, we are told, goes over our opponent’s blade to defeat it, and is our generic 
parry. 

 

EXERCISE 1 

Goal: Experimentation with the angle of the sword and step timing. 

In pairs, one person will act as the target, the other as the active participant.  Moving 
back and forth across the hall, the advancing participant will cut a series of high cuts to 
the crown of the head. 

For this exercise maintain the central hand position. 

Try experimenting with: 

● Rearward angle of the sword - how does it change the speed and power? 
● Arm mechanics - hewing vs casting forward - what changes? 
● Timing of the step - try landing the cut before, after, and during footfall. 

 

 

 



The Wrath Cut [Zornhauw] 

Also called the strife cut, the father stroke, and the defence stroke, in various sections,               
this is a diagonal cut which while often described from zornhut, also carries from the               
high guard quite well. 

The cut goes from the right shoulder, down through longpoint (angled obviously!) and             
down to the ground into wechsel. 

 

EXERCISE 2 

Goal: Experimentation with centralisation of the hands. 

Repeat exercise one, this time performing wrath cuts.  

Try experimenting with: 

● Lateral hand position - central, left, right.  Does it make wrath cuts easier? 

 

The Low Cut [Unterhauw] 

Canonically described from ochs and often targeted under the opponent’s arms, this 
technique can also be used from tag. 

From tag bring the sword around in a circle behind and to one side, with the feet passing 
through the central position only as the sword is starting its upswing.  The cut should be 
completed well before the lead foot falls. 

 

EXERCISE 3 

Goal: Experimentation with height of the hands. 

Tag cuts to the opponent moving back and forth across the training hall, again 
experimenting with hand position. 

Try experimenting with: 

● Expanse of cuts - come all the way through nebenhut or flick around with the 
hands high.  Does it change the speed or feel of the cut? 

 

 



 

 

The Plunge Cut [Sturtzhauw] 

The plunge cut is more or less the same in its beginning as the oberhauw, but as the cut 
falls we invert the blade into a high thrusting ochs position.  The thrust should shoot 
forward with the fall of the lead foot. 

 

EXERCISE 4 

Goal: Experimentation with centralisation of the hands. 

Tag cuts to the opponent moving back and forth across the training hall, again 
experimenting with hand position. 

Try experimenting with: 

● Step timing - does landing the step after the cut has terminated change the 
usage of the cut? 

● Hand mechanics - does casting out rather than hewing down change anything? 

 

Over the preceding weeks we have looked at several parts of the fight within Meyer's               
system. Firstly we looked at the three types of strike enumerated in the dussack section:               
the provoker, the taker, and the hitter.  Specifically: 
 

 

  



Parrying with Cuts from Tag 
We will continue with cuts against an opponent who is cutting simultaneously at us. 

 

The Thwart [Zwerch] 

The classic cut of the German school, it is used to defeat incoming high cuts with a 
simultaneous strike. 

Beginning from tag, as the opponent cuts diagonally in at us and we move forward right, 
cutting a zwerch along a rising line from the right to catch them on the strong and cut 
with the foible. 

 

EXERCISE 5 

Goal: Drilling zwerch cuts from a high hand position 

In pairs, one person will act as the vor fencer, other as the nach fencer.  The vor fencer 
cuts a zornhauw from tag with a forward step.  The nach fencer side steps slightly with 
a forward passing step and cuts a zwerch along a rising line. 

Begin slowly and increase to a speed commensurate with your experience level 

Try experimenting with: 

● Cut angle - does ascending protect the hands better?  Are there any drawbacks? 
● Hand position - does pushing the hands out work better than keeping them 

overhead? 

 

The Crooked Cut [Krumphauw] 

Nominally all cuts moving through crossed hands could be considered to be crooked 
cuts, but we will look at the canonical version from the 1570 text.  It is a cut carried out 
very much with the strong of the blade in the canonical version. 

From tag the opponent cuts in with a high cut.  The defender cuts down catching the 
blade or the arms on the way down with the strong of the sword.  This differs slightly 
from other versions we have practiced at FSV striking with the weak. 

Typically from here we wind to thrust/slice. 



 

EXERCISE 6 

Goal: Drilling krumphauw cuts from a high hand position 

In pairs as before the vor fencer cuts a zornhauw from tag with a forward step.  The 
nach fencer side steps slightly with a forward passing step and cuts a krumphauw to 
their sword. 

Begin slowly and increase to a speed commensurate with your experience level 

Try experimenting with: 

● Parry Position - experiment with parries using the strong vs weak. 
● Step Position - step further out or more toward the adversary. 

 

 

The Squinting Cut [Schielhauw] 

Somewhat similar in form to the plunge strike the cut begins from tag.  As the opponent’s 
zornhauw cuts in we cut down and displace with the false edge moving on a line much 
like the zornhauw).  As we displace we sidestep well to the right and bring the point 
down to thrust or cut from above using the false edge ending in an extended ochs 
position. 

If the opponent’s blade comes in at a lower angle we do much the same, which becomes 
the clashing cut [glutzhauw]. 

 

EXERCISE 7 

Goal: Drilling schielhauw cuts from a high hand position 

In pairs as before the vor fencer cuts a zornhauw from tag with a forward step.  The 
nach fencer side steps broadly with a forward passing step and cuts a shielhauw. 

Begin slowly and increase to a speed commensurate with your experience level 

Try experimenting with: 

● Cut angle - is the movement more of a zornhauw like motion or a downward 
zwerch? 



● Cut height - perform the cut low and high; not the similarity to glutzhauw when 
low. 

 

Devices from Tag 
Now that we have the basic cuts revised, we can begin to look at the devices from the                  
high guard. Instead of moving through the entire device we will instead look at the onset                
of several key devices to see how we can deal with the opponent’s techniques in a                
number of ways. 

 

First Device from Tag [defence against high left] 

This is somewhat similar to begin with as the standard zornhauw play from PvD, but adds 
a twist. 

Notes: 

The obvious interesting point is the use of the flat.  There are many reasons to use the 
flat; the bending of the blade to tag them with the tip, the ability to use a thrust.  

The thing I find most interesting though is the way it adds to the safety of the hands by 
creating a V in the guard where the opponent’s blade is less likely to injure them. 

Also consider the ability to make a zorn-ort into a glutzhauw/schielhauw with ease. 

 

EXERCISE 8: First Device from Tag 

P1 P2 

Begin in tag Begin in alber 

- Lift to tag 

Cut zornhauw with a passing step Pass forward and well left, cut a zornhauw 
with the flat, hitting/stabbing him if 
possible. 

- Cut around [umbschlagen] with an 
unterhauw to his right arm 

- Cut around with a falling zwerch to his 
left ear. 



 

 

Second Device from Tag [defence against low left] 

Now we find a defence against an unterhauw to our left side. 

Notes: 

Using the oberhauw here makes sense; a zorn would cut on broadly the same angle as 
the unterhauw and would endanger the hands.  A krumphauw would work, but again 
could be broken through with a strong cut.  The oberhauw, however, is a good choice. 

The follow up must be swift and move with the triangle step, otherwise you’re still in a 
dangerous spot. 

 

EXERCISE 9: Second Device from Tag 

P1 P2 

Begin in right ochs Begin in alber 

- Lift to tag 

Pass forward and cut an unterhauw to the 
left lower opening 

Pass slightly forward and well left, cut a 
oberhauw to his strong. 

- Triangle step to the right and twitch over 
with a descending zwerch 

 

Third Device from Tag [defence against high right] 

A variation on the traditional bind and wind of PvD. 

Notes: 

Technically this could be used against cuts to the left side as well as to the right. 

Experiment with both low and high winding as well depending on the height of the 
opponents hands. 

 

 

 



 

EXERCISE 10: Third Device from Tag 

P1 P2 

Begin in left tag Begin in alber 

- Lift to tag 

Pass forward and cut an zornhauw to the 
upper right opening 

Gather left slightly with the lead left leg 
and cut a zornhauw/oberhauw over the 
strong. 

- Wind to the right and cut with the false 
edge/thrust to the face. 

Parry away to the side  Step to the right and cut an oberhauw to 
the head through the zirckel. 

 

Fourth Device from Tag [provoking] 

A provoker using a feigned thrust. 

Notes: 

The feigned thrust is the key here.  It works best slightly offline and canted to the left as 
if it’s intended to be a lunging slice.  This invites a parry to the exposed blade which helps 
carry the zwerch around swiftly. 

We can replace the zwerch sequence with a mittlehauw to the neck, a mittelhauw to the 
other side neck, followed by an oberhauw. 

 

EXERCISE 11: Four Device from Tag 

P1 P2 

Begin in left tag Begin in alber 

- Lift to tag 

- Cross over into a plunging ochs thrust, 
beginning to step forward (and somewhat 
right) with the right leg. 

Cut down onto the thrust Loop around into a zwerch, then a zwerch 
to the opposite, then cutting away 



  


